Abstract. In this work, we present an extension to the context of Stochastic Reaction Networks (SRNs) of the forward-reverse representation introduced in "Simulation of forward-reverse stochastic representations for conditional diffusions", a 2014 paper by Bayer and Schoenmakers. We apply this stochastic representation in the computation of efficient approximations of expected values of functionals of SNR bridges, i.e., SRNs conditioned to its values in the extremes of given time-intervals. We then employ this SNR bridge-generation technique to the statistical inference problem of approximating the reaction propensities based on discretely observed data. To this end, we introduce a two-phase iterative inference method in which, during phase I, we solve a set of deterministic optimization problems where the SRNs are replaced by their reaction-rate Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) approximation; then, during phase II, we apply the Monte Carlo version of the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm starting from the phase I output. By selecting a set of over dispersed seeds as initial points for phase I, the output of parallel runs from our two-phase method is a cluster of approximate maximum likelihood estimates. Our results are illustrated by numerical examples.
g j (x) is a given monomial in the coordinates of the process, X. However, our results can be easily extended to polynomial propensities.
In this work, we address the statistical inference problem of estimating the coefficients θ=(c 1 , . . . , c J ) from discretely observed data, i.e., data collected by observing one or more paths of the process X at a certain finite number of observational times or epochs. It means that our data, D, is a finite collection {(t n,m , x(t n,m ))}, where m=1, 2, . . . , M indicates the observed path, n=1, 2, . . . , N (m) indicates the n-th observational time corresponding to the m-th path, and the datum x(t n,m ) can be considered as an observation of the m-path of the process X at time time t n,m . The observational times, t n,m , are either deterministic or random but independent from the state of the process X. In what follows, we denote with X i,n,m the i-th coordinate of X(t n,m , ω m ), with X ·,n,m the vector X(t n,m , ω m ), where ω m is the m-th path of the process X.
Let us remark that we observe all the coordinates of X and not only a fixed subset at each observational time t n,m . In that sense, we are not treating the case of partially observed data where only a fixed proper subset of coordinates of X is observed.
Remark 1.1. The partially observed case can in principle also be treated by a variant of the FREM algorithm based on [3] (Corollary 3.8).
For further convenience, we organize the information in our data set, D, as a finite collection,
such that for each k, I k := [s k , t k ] is the time interval determined by two consecutive observational points s k and t k , where the states x(s k ) and x(t k ) have been observed. Notice that the set D collects all the data corresponding to the M observed paths of the process X. For that reason, it is possible to have [s k , t k ]=[s k , t k ] for k =k , for instance, in the case of repeated measurements.
For technical reasons, we need to define a sequence of intermediate times, (t * k ) K k=1 ; for instance, t * k could be the midpoint of [s k , t k ]. It turns out that the likelihood function, lik c (θ), corresponding to data obtained from continuously observed paths of X is relatively easy to derive (see Section 3.2) . It depends on the total number of times that each reaction channel fires over the time interval [0, T ] and the values of the monomials g j evaluated at the jump times of X. Since the observational times, t n,m , are not necessarily equal to the jump times of the process X, we can not directly deal with the likelihood lik c (θ). For that reason, we consider the Monte Carlo version of the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [7, 28, 33, 20] in which we treat the jump times of X and their corresponding reactions as missing data. The "missing data" can be gathered by simulating SRN bridges of the process X conditional on D, i.e., X(s k )=x(s k ) and X(t k )=x(t k ) for all intervals [s k , t k ]. To simulate SRN bridges, we extend the forward-reverse technique developed by Bayer and Schoenmakers [3] for Itô diffusions to the case of SRNs. As explained in Section 2, the forward-reverse algorithm generates forward paths from s k to t * k and backward paths from t k to t * k . An exact SRN bridge is formed when forward and backward paths meet at t * k . Observe that the probability of producing SRN bridges strongly depends on the approximation of θ that we use to generate the forward and backward paths. In addition to exact bridges, in this work we also relax this meeting condition by using a kernel κ.
Here, we present a two-phase algorithm that approximates the Maximum Likelihood Estimator,θ MLE , of the vector θ using the collected data, D.
Phase I is the result of a deterministic procedure while phase II is the result of a stochastic one. The purpose of phase I is to generate an estimate of θ that will be used as initial point for phase II. To this end, in the phase I we solve a deterministic global optimization problem obtained by substituting at each time interval, [s k , t k ], the ODE approximations to the mean of the forward and reverse stochastic paths and minimizing a weighted sum of the squares of the Euclidean distances of the ODE approximations at the times t * k . Using this value as a starting point for phase II, we hope to simulate an acceptable number of SRN bridges in the interval [s k , t k ] without too much computational effort. Phase I starts at θ During phase II, we intensively use a computationally efficient implementation of the SRN-bridge simulation algorithm for simulating the "missing data" that feeds the Monte Carlo EM algorithm. Details are provided in Section 4. Our two-phase algorithm is named FREM as the acronym for Forward-Reverse Expectation Maximization.
Although our FREM algorithm has certain similarity with the estimation methodology proposed in [6] , there are also notable differences. In terms of the similarity, in [6] the authors propose a two-phase method where the first phase is intended to select a seed for the second phase, which is an implementation of the Monte Carlo EM algorithm. While our first phase is deterministic and uses the reaction-rate ODEs as approximations of the SRN paths, theirs is stochastic and a number of parameters should be chosen to determine the amount of computational work and the accuracy of the estimates. There is also a main difference is the implementation of the second phase: while the FREM algorithm is focused in efficiently generating kernel-based SRN bridges using the novel forward-reverse technology introduced by Bayer and Schoenmakers in [3] , the authors of [6] propose a trial-and-error shooting method for sampling SRN bridges. This shooting method can be viewed as a particular case of the FREM algorithm by systematically choosing the intermediate point t * k as the right extreme point t k , giving no place for backward paths. To quantify the uncertainty in our estimates, we prefer to have the outputs of our algorithm starting from a set of over dispersed initial points without assuming Gaussianity in its distribution (see [28] ). The variance of our estimators can be easily assessed by bootstrap calculations. In our numerical experiments, we observe that the outputs lie on a low-dimensional manifold in parameter space; this is a motivation against the use of the Gaussiantiy assumption. Regarding the stopping criterion proposed in [6] , we found that the condition imposed there, of obtaining three consecutive iterations close to each other up to a certain tolerance, could be considered as a rare event in some examples and it may lead to the generation of an excessive number of Monte Carlo EM iterations. We refer to [6] for comparisons against other existing related statistical inference methods for SRNs.
In [32] the authors propose a method based on maximum likelihood for parameter inference. It is based on first estimating the gradient of the likelihood function with respect to the parameters by using reversible-jump Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling (RJMCMC) [15, 4] and then applying a gradient descent method to obtain the maximum likelihood estimation of the parameter values. The authors provide a formula for the gradient of the likelihood function given the observations. The idea of the RJMCMC method is to generate an initial reaction path and then generate new samples by adding or deleting a set of reactions from the path using an acceptance method. The authors propose a general method for obtaining a sampler that can work for any reaction system. This sampler can be inefficient in the case of large observation intervals. At this point, we would like to observe that their approach can be combined with ours if, instead of using the RJMCMC method for computing the gradient of the likelihood function, we use our forward-reverse method. We think that this combination may be useful in cases in which many iterations of our method are needed (see Section 6.3 for such an example). This is left as future work.
In the remainder of this section, we formally introduce SRNs and their reactionrate ODE approximations, the stochastic simulation algorithm and the forward-reverse method. In Section 2, we develop the main result of this article: the extension of the forward-reverse technique to the context of SRNs. The EM algorithm for SRNs is introduced in Section 3. Next, in Section 4, we introduce the main application of this article: the forward-reverse EM (FREM) algorithm for SRNs. In Section 5, we provide computational details for the practical implementation of the FREM algorithm. Later, in Section 6, we present numerical examples to illustrate the FREM algorithm and finally, we present our conclusions in Section 7. Appendix A contains the pseudo-code for the implementation of the FREM algorithm.
Stochastic Reaction Networks. Stochastic Reaction Networks are continuous time Markov chains,
+ , that describe the stochastic evolution of a system of d interacting species. In this context, the i-th coordinate of the process X, X i (t), can be interpreted as the number of individuals of species i present in the system at time t.
The system evolves randomly through J different reaction channels R j := (ν j , a j ). Each stoichiometric vector ν j ∈Z d represents a possible jump of the system, x → x+ν j . The probability that the reaction j occurs during an infinitesimal interval (t, t + dt) is given by
where a j : R d → [0, ∞) are known as propensity functions. We set a j (x)=0 for those x such that x+ν j / ∈ Z d + . We assume that the initial condition of X, X(0) = x 0 ∈ Z d + is deterministic and known. The stoichiometric matrix ν is defined as the matrix whose j-column is ν j (ν T denotes its transpose). The propensity vector a(x) ∈ R J has a j (x) as components.
Example 1.2 (Simple decay model).
Consider the reaction X c − → ∅ where one particle is consumed. In this case, the state vector X(t) is in Z + where X denotes the number of particles in the system. The vector for this reaction is ν = −1. The propensity functions in this case could be, for example, a(X) = c X, where c > 0. Section 6 contains more examples of stochastic reaction networks.
Deterministic Approximations of SRNs.
The infinitesimal generator L X of the process X is a linear operator defined on the set of bounded functions [8] . In the case of SRN, it is given by
The Dynkin formula, (see [19] )
can be used to obtain integral equations describing the time evolution of any observable of the process X. In particular, taking the canonical projections f i (x) = x i , we obtain a system of equations for E [X i (t)],
If all the propensity functions, a j , are affine functions of the state, then this system of equations leads to a closed system of ODEs. In general, some propensity functions may not depend on their coordinates x in an affine way, and for that reason, the integral equations for E [X i (t)] obtained from the Dynkin formula depend on higher moments of X. This can be treated using moment closure techniques [12, 30] or by taking a different approach: using a formal first-order Taylor expansion of f in (1.3), we obtain the generator
which corresponds to the reaction-rate ODEs (also known as the mean field ODEs)
where the j-column of the matrix ν is ν j and a is a column vector with components a j .
This derivation motivates the use of Z(t) as an approximation of E [X(t)] in phase I of our FREM algorithm.
1.3. The Stochastic Simulation Algorithm. To simulate paths of the process X, we employ the stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA) by Gillespie [13] . The SSA simulates statistically exact paths of X, i.e., the probability law of any path generated by the SSA satisfies (1.2). It requires one to sample two independent uniform random variables per time step: one is used to find the time of the next reaction and the other to determine which is the reaction that fires at that time. Concretely, given the current state of the system, x := X(t), we simulate two independent uniform random numbers, U 1 , U 2 ∼ U(0, 1) and compute:
where a 0 (x) := J j=1 a j (x). The system remains in the state x until the time t + τ min when it jumps, X(t + τ min ) = x + ν j . In this way, we can simulate a full path of the process X.
Exact paths can be generated using more efficient algorithms like the modified next reaction method by Anderson [1] , where only one uniform variate is needed at each step. However, in regimes where the total propensity, a 0 (x), is high, approximate path-simulation methods like the hybrid Chernoff tau-leap [23] or its multilevel versions [25, 24] may be required.
Bridge Simulation for SDEs.
In [3] , Bayer and Schoenmakers introduced the so-called forward-reverse algorithm for computing conditional expectations of path-dependent functionals of a diffusion process conditioned on the values of the diffusion process at the end-points of the time interval. More precisely, let X = X(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T , denote the solution of a d-dimensional stochastic differential equation (SDE) driven by standard Brownian motion. Under mild regularity conditions, a stochastic representation is provided for conditional expectations of the form,
for fixed values x, y ∈ R d and a (sufficiently regular) functional g on the path-space.
1
More precisely, they prove an limiting equality of the form
Here, X (f ) is the solution of the original SDE (i.e., is a copy of X) started at X (f ) (0) = x and solved until some time 0 < t * < T . X (b) is the time-reversal of another diffusion process Y whose dynamics are again given by an SDE (with coefficients explicitly given in terms of the coefficients of the original SDEs) started at Y (t * ) = y and run until time T . Hence, X (b) starts at t * and ends at X (b) (T ) = y. We then evaluate the functional g on the "concatenation"
, which is a path defined on the full interval [0, T ] defined by
In particular, we remark that X Let us roughly explain the structure of the representation (1.6). First note that the term on the right-hand side only contains standard (unconditional) expectations, implying that the right-hand side (unlike the left-hand side) is amenable to standard Monte Carlo simulation which is why we call (1.6) a "stochastic representation". The denominator of (1.6) actually equals the transition density p(0, x, T, y) of the solution X, and its presence directly follows from the same term in the (analytical) definition of the conditional expectation in terms of densities. In fact, it was precisely in this context (i.e., in the context of density estimation) that Milstein, Schoenmakers and Spokoiny introduced the general idea for the first time [21] . In essence, the reverse process Y can be thought as an "adjoint" process to X, as its infinitesimal generator is essentially the adjoint operator of the infinitesimal generator of X (see below for a more detailed discussion in the SRN setting).
In a nutshell, the idea is that the law of the diffusion bridge admits a RadonNikodym density with respect to the law of the concatenated process X (f ) • X (b) with density given by Y, provided that the trajectories meet at time t * , i.e., provided that
. Of course, this happens only with zero probability 2 , so we relax the above equality with the help of a kernel with a positive bandwidth . Furthermore, note that by the independence of X (f ) and X (b) , we can independently sample many trajectories of X (f ) and many trajectories of X (b) and then identify all pairs of trajectories satisfying the approximate identity X (f ) (t * ) ≈ X (b) (t * ) as determined by the kernel κ . This results in a Monte Carlo algorithm, which, in principle, requires the calculation of a huge double sum by summing over all pairs of N samples from X (f ) and M samples from X (b) . A naive implementation of that algorithm would require a prohibitive computational cost of order O(M 2 ) operations, but fortunately there are more efficient implementation relying on the structure of the kernel and often reducing the complexity to O(M log(M )) (see [3, 2] ). In this way, the forward-reverse algorithm can nearly achieve the optimal Monte Carlo convergence rate of 1/2. More precisely, assuming enough regularity on the density of X and assuming the use of a kernel of sufficiently high order (depending on the dimension), the root-mean-squared error of the estimator is O(M −1/2 ) with a complexity O(M log(M )) and a bandwidth of = O(M −1/d ). These statements assume that we can exactly solve the SDEs driving the forward and the reverse processes. Otherwise, the error induced by, say, the Euler scheme, will be added.
The structure of the construction of the forward-reverse representation (1.6) and later of the corresponding Monte Carlo estimator in [3] strongly suggests that the forward-reverse approach does not rely on the continuity of diffusion processes, but merely on the Markov property. Hence, the approach was generalized to discrete time Markov chains in [2] and is generalized to the case of continuous time Markov chains with discrete state space in the this work.
For a literature review on computational algorithms for computing conditional expectations of functionals of diffusion processes we refer to [3] .
2. Expectations SRN-Bridge Functionals. In this section, we derive the dynamics of the reverse paths and the expectation formula for SRN-brige functionals. The derivation follows the same scheme used in [21] , that is, i) write the master equation, ii) manipulate the master equation to obtain a backward Kolmogorov equation and, iii) derive the infinitesimal generator of the reverse process.
The Master Equation.
Let X be a SRN defined by the intensity-reaction pairs ((ν j , a j (x))) J j=1 . Let p(t, x, s, y) be its transition probability function, i.e., p(t, x, s, y):=P X(s)=y X(t)=x where x, y ∈ Z d + and 0<t<s<T . The function p satisfies the following linear system of ODEs known as the master equation [9, 27, 31] :
where δ is the Kronecker delta function.
A general analytic solution of (2.1) is in general computationally infeasible. Even numerical solutions are infeasible for systems with infinite or large number of states. For continuous state spaces, (2.1) becomes a parabolic PDE known as the FokkerPlanck Equation. Next, we derive the generator of the reverse process in the SRN setting. that the sum converges. We remark here that v cannot in general be interpreted as an expectation of g. Indeed, while y p(t, x, s, y) = 1, the sum over x could, in principle, even diverge. Hence, it is not a priori clear that v admits a stochastic representation. However, multiplying both sides of the master equation (2.1) by g(x) and summing over x, we obtain:
Now, let us consider a time reversal induced by a change of variabless = T + t − s withṽ(s, y) := v(T + t −s, y) = v(s, y) leading to the following backward equation:
Letν j := −ν j . By adding and subtracting the term a j (y +ν j )ṽ(s, y), we can write the first equation of (2.3) as
As a consequence, the system (2.3) can be written as
where c(y) := J j=1 a j (y +ν j )−a j (y). Let us now defineã j (y) := a j (y +ν j ) and substitute it into (2.4). We have arrived at the following backward Kolmogorov equation [29] for the cost-to-go function v(s, y),
or equivalently by,
The Feynman-Kac formula [29] provides a stochastic representation of the solution of (2.5),ṽ
Notice that Y is a SRN in its own right. We note in passing that stochastic representations based on shifted evaluations of the propensities have been derived independently in [18, 17] to estimate variations and differences of the cost to go function.
The Forward-Reverse Formula for SRN. Let us consider a time interval [s, t]
and assume that we only observe the process X on the end points, i.e., that we have X(s) = x and X(t) = y for some observed values x, y ∈ Z d + . Fix an intermediate time s<t * <t, which will be considered a numerical input parameter later on. Denote by X (f ) the process X conditioned on starting at X (f ) (s) = x and restricted to the time domain [s, t * ]. Furthermore, let Y denote the reverse process constructed in (2.6) on the time domain [t * , t] (i.e., inserting t * for t and t for T in the above subsection) started at Y (t * ) = y. As noted above, Y is again an SRN with reaction channels ((−ν j ,ã j )) J j=1 . For convenience, we also introduce the notation X (b) for the process Y run backward in time, i.e., we define
, and notice that X (b) (t) = y. Recall that we aim to provide a stochastic representation, i.e., a representation containing standard expectations only, for conditional expectations of the form,
for Φ mapping Z d + -valued paths to real numbers. Obviously, Φ needs to be integrable in order for H to be well defined, and we shall also assume polynomial growth conditions on Φ and its derivatives with respect to jump-times of the underlying path. Moreover, we assume that p(s, x, t, y) > 0. Once again, the fundamental idea of the forward-reverse algorithm of Bayer and Schoenmakers [3] is to simulate trajectories of X (f ) and (independently) of X (b) and then look for any pairs that are "linked". Since the state space is now discrete, we may, in principle, require exact linkage in the sense that we may only consider pairs such that
However, in order to decrease the variance of the estimator, it may once again be advantageous to relax this condition by introducing a kernel.
By a kernel, we understand a function κ :
Moreover, we call κ a kernel of order r ≥ 0 if, in addition,
for any multi-index α with 1 ≤ |α| ≤ r, α := α 1 + · · · + α d , and
For instance, any non-negative symmetric kernel has order r = 1 in this sense.
Having fixed one such kernel κ, we define a whole family of kernels κ , indexed by the bandwidth ≥ 0, by
with the constant C being defined by the normalization condition x∈Z d κ (x) = 1. Here, we implicitly assume the kernel, κ, to be extended to R d , for instance in a piecewise constant way. As we necessarily have κ(x) → 0 as |x| → ∞, it is easy to see that we have the special case
Remark 2.1. The Kronecker kernel κ 0 can also be realized as κ 0 = κ 0 for some 0 > 0, which will depend on the base kernel κ, provided that the base kernel κ has finite support.
Theorem 2.1. Let Φ be a continuous real-valued functional on the space of piecewise constant functions defined on [s, t] and taking values in Z d (w.r.t. uniform topology) such that both H and the right hand side of (2.10) is finite for any . With κ , X (f ) and X (b) as above, we have (2.10)
where
denotes the concatenation of the paths X (f ) and X (b) in the sense defined by
and
Remark 2.2. In line with Remark 2.1, we note that we could easily have avoided taking limits in Theorem 2.1 by replacing κ with κ 0 everywhere in (2.10). At this stage we note that the Monte Carlo estimator based on (2.10) with positive will have considerable smaller variance than the version with = 0, potentially outweighing the increased bias.
Proof.
[Sketch of proof of Theorem 2.1] For simplicity, we assume that the kernel κ has finite support and that the functional Φ is uniformly bounded. We will prove convergence of the numerator and the denominator in (2.10) separately. Let us, hence, prove the more general case first, i.e., the convergence
In the first step, we assume that Φ(Z, [s, t]) only depends on the values of Z on a fixed grid, say s = t 0 < t 1 < · · · < t n = t, i.e.,
Then (2.11) is proved (with minor modifications) in [3] (Theorem 3.4). Indeed, a closer look at that proof reveals that only Markovianity of X is really used.
Furthermore, note that any continuous functional Φ can be approximated by functionals Φ n depending only on the values of the process on a (ever finer) finite grid t 0 , . . . , t n . As, on the one side,
and, on the other side,
We are left to prove that
which follows as κ 0 = κ 0 for some 0 > 0. In fact, it even follows in the general case by dominated convergence. Finally, the proof of convergence of the denominator is a special case of the proof for the numerator, and therefore, the convergence of the fraction follows from the continuity of (a, b) → a/b for b > 0.
3. The EM Algorithm for SRN. In this section, we present the EM algorithm for SRN, which is the main step for computing the parameter estimation. First, we explain the EM algorithm in general, and then, we derive the log-likelihood function for a fixed realization of the process, X. Finally, we present the EM algorithm for SRN.
3.1. The EM Algorithm. The EM algorithm [7, 28, 33, 20] its named from its two steps: expectation and maximization. It is an iterative algorithm that, given an initial guess and a stopping rule, provides an approximation for a local maximum or saddle point of the likelihood function, lik(θ D). It is a data augmentation technique in the sense that the maximization of the likelihood lik(θ D) is performed by treating the data D as a part of a larger data set, (D,D), where the completelikelihood, lik c (θ D,D), is amenable to maximization. Given an initial guess θ (0) , the EM algorithm maps θ (p) into θ (p+1) by the
Here, E θ (p) · D , denotes the expectation associated with the distribution ofD under the parameter choice θ (p) , conditional on the data, D. In many applications, the expectation step is computationally infeasible and Q θ (p) (θ D) should be approximated by some estimate,Q 
In Section 4, we describe how to simulate exact and approximate samples of D D.
The Log-Likelihood Function for Continuously Observed Paths.
The goal of this section is to derive an expression for the likelihood of a particular path, (X(t, ω 0 )) t∈[0,T ] , of the process X, where ω 0 ∈ Ω is a fixed realization. An important assumption in this work is that the propensity functions a j can be written as a j (x) = c j g j (x) for j=1, . . . , J and x ∈ Z d + where g j are known functionals and c j are considered the unknown parameters. Define θ:=(c 1 , . . . , c J ). Let us denote the jump times of (X(t, ω 0 )) t∈[0,T ] in (0, T ) by ξ 1 , ξ 2 , . . . , ξ N −1 . Define ξ 0 := 0, ξ N := T and ∆ξ i = ξ i+1 − ξ i for i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1.
Let us assume that the system is in the state x 0 at time 0. We have that ξ 1 is the time to the first reaction, or equivalently, the time that the system spend at x 0 (sojourn time or holding time at state x 0 ). Let us denote by ν ξ1 the reaction that takes place at ξ 1 , and therefore, the system at time ξ 1 is in the state x 1 := x 0 + ν ξ1 . From the SSA algorithm, it is easy to see that the probability density corresponding to this transition is the product a ν ξ 1 (x 0 ) exp (−a 0 (x 0 )∆ξ 0 ).
By the Markov property we can see that the density of one path ((ξ i , x i ))
i=0 is given by (3.1)
The last factor in (3.1) is due to the fact that we know that the system will remain in the state
Rearranging the factors in (3.1), we obtain
Now, taking logarithms in (3.2) we have
which by the definition of a 0 can be written as
Interchanging the order in the summation and denoting the number of times that the reaction
Observing that the last term in (3.3) does not depend on θ, the complete log-likelihood of the path (X(t, ω 0 )) t∈[0,T ] is up to constant terms given by
The last equality is due to g j being piecewise constant in the partition {ξ 0 , ξ 1 , . . . , ξ N }. Now let us assume that we have a collection of intervals, (
, where we have continuously observed the process (X(t, ·)) t∈I k at each I k . We define the log-likelihood function as:
Remark 3.2. Note that R j,I k and F j,I k are random variables, which are functions of the full paths of X but not of the discretely observed paths. Hence, they are random given the data D as defined in (1.1).
3.3. The EM Algorithm for SRNs. According to the Section 3.1, for a particular value of the parameter θ, say θ (p) , we define
(by the Markov property), and analogously for F j,I k . Now consider the partial derivatives of
This is clearly the global maximization point of the function Q θ (p) (· D).
The EM algorithm for this particular problem generates a deterministic sequence (θ (p) ) +∞ p=1 that starts from a deterministic initial guess θ (0) provided by phase I (see Section 4.1) and evolves by (3.6) c
4. Forward-Reverse Monte Carlo EM Algorithm for SRNs. In this section, we present a two-phase algorithm for estimating the parameter θ. Phase I is deterministic while phase II is stochastic. We consider the data, D, as given by (1.1). The main goal of this section is to provide a Monte Carlo version of formula (3.6). II to reduce the variance (or the computational work) of phase II, thereby increasing (in some cases dramatically) the number of SRN bridges from the sampled forward-reverse trajectories for all time intervals.
Let us now describe phase I. From the user-selected seed, θ
I , we solve the following deterministic optimization problem using some appropriate numerical iterative method:
Here,Z (f ) is the ODE approximation defined by (1.5) in the interval [s k , t * k ], to the SRN defined by the reaction channels, ((ν j , a j )) J j=1 , and the initial condition x(s k ); Z (r) is the ODE approximation in the interval [t * k , t k ] to the SRN defined by the reaction channels, ((−ν j ,ã j )) J j=1 , and by the initial condition x(t k ). Let us recall that in Section 2.2,ã j (x) was defined as a j (x−ν j ). We defineZ
and · is the Euclidean norm in R d . The rationale behind this particular choice of the weight factors is based on the mitigation of the effect of very large time intervals, where the evolution of the process, X, may be more uncertain. A better (but more costly) measure would be the inverse of the maximal variance of the SRN bridge. II ). In some cases, convergence issues arise when solving the problem (4.1). We found it useful to solve a set of simpler problems whose answers can be combined to provide a reasonable seed for phase II: more precisely, we solve K deterministic optimization problems, one for each time interval [s k , t k ]:
all of which were solved iteratively with the same seed, θ
I . Then, we define
4.2. Phase II: the Monte Carlo EM. In our statistical estimation approach, the Monte Carlo EM Algorithm uses data (pseudo-data) generated by those forward and backward simulated paths that result in exact or approximate SRN bridges. In Figure 4 .1, we illustrate this idea for the wear example data presented in Section 6.2. Phase II implements the Monte Carlo EM algorithm for SRNs.
Simulating Forward and Backward
Paths. This phase starts with the simulation of forward and backward paths at each time interval I k , for k=1, ..., K. More specifically, given an estimation of the true parameter θ, say,θ = (ĉ 1 ,ĉ 2 , . . . ,ĉ J ), the fist step is to simulate M k forward paths with reaction channels (ν j ,ĉ j g j (x))
, all of them starting at s k from x(s k ) (see Section 5.1 for details about the selection of M k ). Then, we simulate M k backward paths with reaction channels On the y-axis we plot the thickness process X(t), derived from the wear process of the cylinder liner. Observe that every forward path that ends up at a certain value will be joined with every backward path that ends up at the same value when using the Kronecker kernel. For example, this happens at value 58, where several forward paths end and several backward paths start. Right: Zoom near value 58.
paths at the time t * k , respectively. If the intersection of these two sets of points is nonempty, then, there exists at least one m and one m such that the forward and backward paths can be linked as one SRN path that connects x(s k ) and x(t k ) data values.
When the number of simulated paths M k is large enough, and an appropriate guess of the parameter θ is used to generate those paths, then, due to the discrete nature of our state space Z d + , we expect to generate a sufficiently large number of exact SRN bridges to perform statistical inference. However, at early stages of the Monte Carlo EM algorithm, our approximations to the unknown parameter θ are not expected to provide a large number of exact SRN bridges. In such a case, we can use kernels to relax the notion of an exact SRN bridge (see Section 2.3). Notice that in the case of exact SRN bridges, we are implicitly using a Kronecker kernel in the formula (2.10), that is, κ takes the value 1 whenX
k ,ω m ) and 0 otherwise. We can relax this condition to obtain approximate SRN bridges.
To make computationally efficient use of kernels, we sometimes transform the endpoints of the forward and backward paths generated in the interval I k ,
by a linear transformation H with the aim of eliminating possibly high correlations in the components of X k . The original cloud of points X k formed by extremes of the forward and backward paths is then transformed into H(X k ), which hopefully has a covariance matrix close to a multiple of the d-dimensional identity matrix αI d . Ideally, the coefficient α should be chosen in such way that each d-dimensional unitary cube centered atỸ (f ) (t * k ,ω m ) contains on average one element of ∪ m {Ỹ (b) (t * k ,ω m )}. Note that this transformation changes (generally slightly) the variances of our estimators (see Section 5.3 for details about the selection of α and H).
In our numerical examples, we use the Epanechnikov kernel
where η is defined as
This choice is motivated by the way in which we compute η k (m, m ) avoiding whenever possible to make M 2 k calculations. The support of κ is perfectly adapted to our strategy of dividing R d into unitary cubes with vertices in Z d .
Kernel-weighted Averages for the Monte Carlo EM.
As we previously mentioned, the only available data in the interval I k correspond to the observed values of the process, X, at its extremes. Therefore, the expected values E θ (p) R j,I k D and E θ (p) F j,I k D in the formula (3.6) must be approximated by SRN-bridge simulation. To this end, we generate a set of M k forward paths in the interval I k usingθ Consider the following κ-weighted averages, where κ = κ for an appropriate choice of bandwidth that approximate E θ (p) R j,I k D and E θ (p) F j,I k D , respectively: 
1). Observe that we generate
M k forward and reverse paths in the interval I k but we do not directly control the number of exact or approximate SRN bridges that are formed. The number M k is chosen using a coefficient of variation criterion, as explained in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2, we indicate an algorithm to reduce the computational complexity of computing those κ-weighted averages from O(M 
. In Section 5.4, a stopping criterion based on techniques widely used in Monte Carlo Markov chains is applied.
Computational Details.
This section is intended to show computational details omitted in Section 4. Here, we explain why and how we transform the clouds X k consisting of endpoints of forward and reverse paths in the time interval I k at the time t * k , for k=1, ..., K. Then, we explain how to chose the number of simulated forward and backward paths, M k , in the time interval I k to obtain accurate estimates of the expected values of R j,I k and F j,I k for j = 1, 2, . . . , J. Next, we show how to reduce the computational cost of computing approximate SRN bridges from O(M 2 k ) to O(M k log(M k )) using a strategy introduced by Bayer and Schoenmakers [2] . Finally, we indicate how to choose the initial seeds for phase I and a stopping criteria for phase II.
On the Selection of the Number of Simulated Forward-Backward
Paths. The selection strategy of the number of sampled forward-backward paths, M k , for interval I k , is determined by the following sampling scheme:
1. First sample M forward-reverse paths (in the numerical examples we use M =100). 2. If the number of joined forward-reverse paths using a delta kernel is less than a certain threshold, γ, we transform the data as described in Section 5.3. This data transformation allows us to use the Epanechnikov kernel (4.5). In this way, we are likely to obtain a larger number of joined paths. 3. We then compute the coefficient of variation of the sample mean of the sum of the number of times that each reaction j occurred in the interval
and the coefficient of variation of the sample mean of the sum F
Further details can be found in Section 3.2. The coefficient of variation (cv) of a random variable is defined as the ratio of its standard deviation σ over its mean µ, cv := σ |µ| . In this case, for the reaction channel j in the interval I k , we have: k . In the case that L k is small, we compute a bootstrapped coefficient of variation. The idea is that by controlling both coefficients of variation, we can control the variation of the p-th iteration estimationθ (p) II . Our numerical experiments confirm this fact. 4. If each coefficient of variation is less than a certain threshold then the sampling for interval I k finishes, where M k is the total number of sampled paths, and accepting the quantities in step 3. and also the quantities κ(η k (m, m ))ψ k (m ), m, m = 1, ..., L as defined in Section 3.2. Otherwise, we sample additional forward-reverse paths (increasing the number of sampled paths at each iteration M ) and go to step 2. This selection procedure is implemented in Algorithm 1.
On the Complexity of the Path Joining Algorithm.
In this section, we describe the computational complexity of Algorithm 2 for joining paths in phase II, and show that this complexity is O(M log(M )) on average.
Let us describe the idea. First, fix a time interval I k and a reaction channel j. We use the following double sum as an example,
A double sum like this one appears in the numerator of (4.7). Instead of computing a double loop which always takes O(M 2 ) steps (and many of those steps contribute 0 to the sum), we take the following alternative approach: let × Since we have a finite number of those sub-boxes, we can associate an index for each one in such a way that it is possible to directly retrieve each one using a suitable data structure (for example an efficient sparse matrix or a hash table). The average access cost of such structure is constant with respect of M . For each sub-box, we associate a list of forward points that ended up in that sub-box. It is also direct to see that the construction of such a structure takes a computational cost of M steps on average. Then, instead of evaluating the double sum which has O(M 2 ) steps, we evaluate only the non zero terms. This is because, when a kernel κ is used, κ(x, y) = 0 if and only if x and y are situated in neighboring sub-boxes. That is,
where n(b i ) is the total quantity of reverse end points associated with the i-th neighbor of the sub-box to which the forward end-point,Ỹ (f ) (t * k ,ω m ), belongs, whereas (l) indexes one of those reverse end points. Note that the constant of this complexity depends exponentially on the dimension (3 d ). The cost that dominates the triple sum on the right-hand side is the expected maximum number of reverse points that can be found in a sub-box. This size can be proved to be O(log(M )), which makes the whole joining algorithm of order O(M log(M )). For additional details we refer to [3] . It turns out that partitioning the space into d-dimensional cubes with sides parallel to the coordinate axis is not idle for selecting kernel domains and consequently for finding SRN bridges. It is more natural way to divide the space into a system of parallelepipeds with sides parallel to the principal directions of cloud Z having sides proportional to the lengths of its corresponding semi-axes to use as supports for our kernels.
Another way of proceeding (somehow related but not totally equivalent) is to transform the original cloud Z to obtaining another cloud T (Z) with a near-spherical shape. Then, scale it to have on average one point of the cloud in each d-dimensional cube (with sides parallel to the coordinate axis). In this new cloud, H(Z), we can naturally find neighbors using the algorithm described in Section 5.2 below and we have the Epanechnikov kernel to assign weights. This is why in Section 4 we wanted to transform the data X k into an isotropic cloud, such that, every unitary cube centered inỸ (f ) (t * k ,ω m ) contains, on average, one point of the cloud ∪ m Ỹ (b) (t * k ,ω m ). We will now describe the details of the aforementioned transformations. First, we show a customary procedure in statistics to motivate the transformation. Let Σ := cov(Z) be the sample covariance matrix computed from a cloud of points Z. To obtain a de correlated version of Z, the linear transformation T (z) = Σ −1/2 z is widely used in statistics. For example, consider a cloud Z of points obtained by sampling 10
3 independent highly correlated bi-variate Gaussian random variables. The corresponding cloud T (Z), depicted in the right panel of Figure 5 .1, shows the aspect of a sphere with a radius 3 units. The next step is to obtain a radius α 
) is the volume of the unitary sphere in R d . Therefore, the linear transformation H is defined by H(x) := αT (x). The result of this transformation is depicted in Figure 5 .2 in our Gaussian example.
In general, we do not expect to have a Gaussian-like distribution for X k , however it seems to be a good approximation in our numerical examples. At this point, it is worth mentioning that in examples with several dimensions (species), the number of approximate SRN bridges we get by using the transformation may be of the order of M 2 . This indicates that the bandwidth is too large, and consequently the bias introduced in the estimation may be large. In these cases, we expand α by a factor of 1.5, for example, until O(M ) approximate bridges are formed. Generally, one or two expansions are enough.
A motivation for the Gaussian approximation is that, for short time intervals and in certain regimes of activity of the system, specially where the total propensity, a 0 , is high enough, a Langevin approximation of our SRN provides an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, which can potentially be close in distribution to our SRN (see [22] ).
Remark 5.1. According to the transformation H, the kernel used in our case is approximately equal to
where κ is the Epanechnikov kernel defined in (4.5), since it corresponds with the continuous case and not with the lattice case. Remark 5.2. We can even consider a perturbated version of T , say T c , by adding a multiple of the diagonal matrix formed by the diagonal elements of Σ, i.e., T c = (Σ + c diag(Σ)) −1/2 , where c is a positive constant of order O(1). The linear transformation T c can be considered as a regularization of T that does not change the scale of the transformation T .
On the Stopping Criterion.
A well-known fact about the EM algorithm is that, given a starting point, it converges to a saddle point or a local maximum of the likelihood function. Unless we know beforehand that the likelihood function has a unique global maximum, we cannot be sure that the output of the EM Algorithm is the MLE we are looking for. The same phenomenon occurs in the case of the Monte Carlo EM algorithm, and for that reason Casella and Robert in [28] recommend generating a set of N (usually N around five) parallel-independent Monte Carlo EM sequences starting from a set of over dispersed initial guesses. Usually, we do not know even the scale of the coordinates of our unknown parameter θ = (c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c d ) . For that reason, we recommend running only phase I of our algorithm over a set of uniformly distributed random samples drawn from a d-dimensional hyperrectangle
, where C i is a reasonable, case dependent, upper bound for each reaction rate parameter c i . We observed in our numerical experiments that the result of this procedure is a number of points laying on a low dimensional manifold. Once this manifold is identified, N different initial guesses are taken as over dispersed seeds for phase II.
Note that the stochastic iterative scheme given by formula (4.8) may be easily adapted to produce N parallel stochastic sequences, (θ 
, are MCMC sequences [26, 28] . There is a number of convergence assessment techniques or convergence diagnostic tools in the MCMC literature; in this article, we adopt theR criterion by Gelman and Rubin [11, 10] , which monitors the convergence of N parallel random sequences (ψ
, where i = 1, 2, . . . , N . Compute:
p,i , and
Then define
B and W are known as between and within variances, respectively. It is expected that R (potential scale reduction) declines to 1 as p → +∞. In our numerical experiments we use 1.4 as a threshold.
Observe that if for all p, the valuesψ p,i are grouped in a very small cluster, i.e., ψ p,i ≈ψ p and therefore we have essentially only one Markov chain, then B p is close to zero andR p ≈ p−1 p → 1 as p → +∞ independently of the behavior of the chain. To avoid this undesirable situation, we propose to observe also the behavior of the moving averages of order L, that is,
We stop whenψ p is sufficiently small.
Once we stop to iterate after p * iterations, the individual outputŝ
form a small cluster. Although we cannot be certain that this cluster is near the MLE, we do have at least some confidence. Therefore, we can use the mean of this small cluster as a MLE estimation of our unknown parameter, θ. Otherwise, if we have two or more clusters or over dispersed results, we should perform a more careful analysis.
Remark 5.3. TheR stopping criterion only works if the over dispersed seeds obtained in phase I lie in the basin of attraction of one local maximum of the likelihood function. OtherwiseR may not decrease to 1, even worse, it may go to +∞. For that reason, it is recommendable to monitor the evolution ofR. In our numerical examples we have thatR is decreasing and we stop the algorithm usingR 0 = 1.4 as a threshold.
6. Numerical Examples. In this section, we present numerical results that show the performance of our FREM algorithm. In phase I, we use the alternative definition of θ (0) II,i described in Remark 4.1. For phase II, we run N = 4 parallel sequences using 1.4 as a threshold forR (described in Section 5.4). The moving average order used in all numerical examples is L = 3 (see formula 5.2), and the associated tolerance is 0.05. As a point estimator of θ, we provide the cluster average of the sequenceθ
II,N . For each example, we report i) the number of iterations of phase II, p * ; ii) a table containing a) the initial points, θ
I,i , b) the outputs of the phase I, θ
II,i , and c) the outputs of phase II,θ
II,i ; and iii) a Figure with all those values. For the examples wehre we generate synthetic data, we provide the seed parameter θ G we used to generate the observations. It is important to stress that the distance from our point estimator to θ G depends of the number of generated observations. 6.1. The Decay Process. We start with a simple decay model with only one species and two reaction channels. Its stoichiometric matrix and propensity function are:
We set X 0 =100, T =1 and consider synthetic data observed in uniform time intervals of size ∆t= 1 16 . This determines a set of 17 observations generated from a single path using the parameter θ G = (3.78, 7.20) . The data trajectory is shown in Figure  6 .1.
For this example, we use N =4 FREM sequences starting at θ (0)
I,2 =(6, 5), θ I,4 =(6, 9). In this and the following examples, for each interval we run a minimum of M = 100 forward-reverse sample paths and we set a coefficient of variation threshold of 0.1 (see Section 5.1).
We illustrate one run of the FREM algorithm in the left panel of Figure 6 .2 and in Table 6 .1. For that run, the cluster average isθ=(3.68, 7.50), and it took p * =3 iterations to converge for aR threshold equal to 1.4. We takeθ as a MLE point estimation of the unknown parameters.
We computed an ensemble of 30 independent runs (and obtained 30 cluster averages). The result is shown in the right panel of Figure 6 .2. We observe that the variability of the cluster average is indeed very small, indicating the robustness of the method and that 1.4 is a reasonable choice as a threshold forR. Details are shown in Table 6 .2. i =θ Figure 6 .2.
Remark 6.1. Recall that the distance between the value θ G used to generate synthetic data and the estimationθ is meaningless for small data sets. The relevant distance in this estimation problem is the one we obtain from our FREM algorithmθ and theθ MLE based on maximizing the true likelihood function however, the later is not available in most cases. Table 6 .2 Values computed for an ensemble of 30 independent runs of the FREM algorithm for the decay example. In each run, we obtain a cluster average,θ (i) , as an MLE point estimate. Define C:=(θ (i) ) 30 i=1 . For each unknown coefficient c j in θ, we show i) the average of C, ii) a 95% confidence interval for the mean of C, and iii) the minimum and maximum values of C.
6.2. Wear in Cylinder Liners. We now test our FREM algorithm by using real data. The data set w = {w i } n i=1 , taken from [14] , consists of wear levels observed on n = 32 cylinder liners of eight-cylinder SULZER engines as measured by a caliper with a precision of ∆ = 0.05 mm. Data are presented in Figure 6 .3. Observed wear process Fig. 6 .3. Data set from [14] . Data refer to cylinder liners used in ships of the Grimaldi Group.
The finite resolution of the caliper allows us to represent the set of possible measurements using a finite lattice. Let X(t) be the thickness process derived from the wear of the cylinder liners up to time t, i.e., X(t) = X 0 − W (t), where W is the wear process and X 0 is the initial thickness. The final time of some observations is close to T =60, 000 hours.
We model X(t) as a decay processes with two reaction channels and ∆ = 0.05, since a simple decay process is not enough to explain the data. The two considered intensity-jump pairs are (a 1 (x), ν 1 ) = (c 1 x, −∆) and (a 2 (x), ν 2 ) = (c 2 x, −4∆). Here, c 1 and c 2 are coefficients with dimension (mm · hour) −1 . The linear propensity functions, the value X 0 =5 mm and the initial values for phase I: θ I,4 =(10, 10), are motivated by previous studies of the same data set (see [22] for details).
In our computations, we re scaled the original problem by setting ∆=1 and T =1. We illustrate one run of our FREM algorithm in the left panel of Figure 6 .4 and in Table 6 .3. For that run, we obtained a cluster average ofθ=(8.91, 5.74), which corresponds toθ o =(1.5 · 10 −4 , 0.97 · 10 −4 ) in the non scaled model. The algorithm converged after p * =93 iterations using 1.4 as a threshold forR. We take that cluster average as an MLE point estimation of the unknown parameters. i =θ We computed an ensemble of 30 independent runs (and obtained 30 cluster averages). The result is shown in the right panel of Figure 6 .4. We observe that there is a small variability in the estimates indicating the robustness of the method. Details are shown in Table 6 Table 6 .4 Values computed for an ensemble of 30 independent runs of the FREM algorithm for the wear example. In each run, we obtain a cluster average,θ (i) , as an MLE point estimate. Define C:=(θ (i) ) 30 i=1 . For each unknown coefficient c j in θ, we show i) the average of C, ii) a 95% confidence interval for the mean of C, and iii) the minimum and maximum values of C.
Remark 6.2. In this particular example, the data set was obtained using a caliper with finite precision. Therefore, our likelihood should also incorporate the distribution of the measurement errors, which may be assumed Gaussian, independent, and identically distributed with mean zero and variance equals to the caliper's precision. We omitted this step in our analysis for the sake of simplicity and brevity. 6.3. Birth-Death Process. This model has one species and two reaction channels:
described by the stoichiometric matrix and the propensity function
and a(X) = c 1 c 2 X , respectively.
Since we are not continuously observing the paths of X, an increment of size k in the number of particles in a time interval [t 1 , t 2 ] may be the consequence of any combination of n+k firings of channel 1 and n firings of channel 2 in that interval. This fact makes the estimation of c 1 and c 2 nontrivial. We set X 0 =17, T =200 and consider synthetic data observed in uniform time intervals of size ∆t=5. This determines a set of 41 observations generated from a single path using the parameter θ G =(1, 0.06). The data trajectory is shown in Figure  6 .6.
For this example, we ran N =4 FREM sequences starting at θ We illustrate one run of our FREM algorithm in the left panel of Figure 6 .7 and Table 6 .5. For that run, we obtained a cluster average ofθ=(1.22, 0.065). The FREM algorithm took p * =95 iterations to converge using a threshold of 1.4 forR. We take that cluster average as a MLE estimation of the unknown parameters.
1 (0.5, 0.04) (6.24e-01, 3.29e-02) (1.24e+00, 6.55e-02) 2 (0.5, 0.08) (7.68e-01, 4.07e-02) (1.29e+00, 6.67e-02) 3 (1.5, 0.04) (1.01e+00, 5.25e-02) (1.18e+00 6.27e-02) 4 (1.5, 0.08) (1.53e+00, 7.97e-02) (1.20e+00, 6.34e-02) We compute an ensemble of 30 independent runs (and obtained 30 cluster averages), and the result is shown in the right panel of Figure 6 .7. We observe a moderate variability in the estimates. This may indicate that theR threshold needs to be decreased and consequently more iterations of the algorithm may be needed. Details are shown in Table 6 .6 Values computed for an ensemble of 30 independent runs of the FREM algorithm for the birthdeath example. In each run, we obtain a cluster average,θ (i) , as an MLE point estimate. Define C:=(θ (i) ) 30 i=1 . For each unknown coefficient c j in θ, we show i) the average of C, ii) a 95% confidence interval for the mean of C, and iii) the minimum and maximum values of C.
SIR Epidemic Model.
In this section we consider the SIR epidemic model, where X(t) = (S(t), I(t), R(t)) (susceptible-infected-removed individuals) and the total population is constant, S+I+R = N (see [5] ). The importance of this example lies in the fact that has a nonlinear propensity function and it has two dimensions.
This model has two reaction channels We set X 0 =(300, 5), T =10 and consider synthetic data generated using the parameters θ G =(1.66, 0.44) by observing X at uniform time intervals of size ∆t=1. The data trajectory is shown in Figure 6 .8. For this example we ran N =4 FREM sequences starting at θ We illustrate one run of the FREM algorithm in the left panel of Figure 6 .9. Our MLE point estimation is obtained as the cluster average of the values shown in Table  6 .7, that isθ=(1.65, 0.39). The FREM algorithm took p * =3 iterations to converge, using 1.4 as a threshold forR.
We computed an ensemble of 30 independent runs (and obtained 30 cluster averages); results are shown in the right panel of Figure 6 .9. We observe a very small variability in our estimates; details are shown in Table 6 .8. Table 6 .8 Values computed for an ensemble of 30 independent runs of the FREM algorithm for the SIR example. In each run, we obtain a cluster average,θ (i) , as an MLE point estimate. Define C:=(θ (i) ) 30 i=1 . For each unknown coefficient c j in θ, we show i) the average of C, ii) a 95% confidence interval for the mean of C, and iii) the minimum and maximum values of C.
6.5. Auto-Regulatory Gene Network. The following model, taken from [6] , has eight reaction channels and five species,
is described respectively by the stoichiometric matrix and the propensity function
Quoting [6] , "DN A, P , P 2 , and mRN A represent DN A promoters, protein gene products, protein dimers, and messenger RN A molecules, respectively." This model has been selected to test the robustness of our FREM algorithm to deal with several dimensions and several reactions. Following cited works, we also set the initial state of the system at X 0 = (DN A, DN A−P 2 , mRN A, P, P 2 ) = (7, 3, 10, 10, 10), and run the system to the final time T = 50. Synthetic data is gathered by observing a single trajectory generated using θ G = (0.1, 0.7, 0.35, 0.3, 0.1, 0.9, 0.2, 0.1) at uniform time intervals of size ∆t= I,2 = 0.5 v, respectively, where v is the vector of R 8 with all its components equal to one. The FREM algorithm took, on average, p * =169 iterations to converge, taking 2 days in our workstation configuration: a 12 core Intel GLNXA64 architecture and MATLAB version R2014a.
We computed an ensemble of 10 independent runs and obtained 10 cluster averages. We observe very small variability. Details are shown in Table 6 .9. Table 6 .9 Values computed for an ensemble of 10 independent runs of the FREM algorithm for the autoregulatory gene network example. In each run, we obtain a cluster average,θ (i) , as an MLE point estimate. Define C:=(θ (i) ) 10 i=1 . For each unknown coefficient c j in θ, we show i) the average of C, ii) a 95% confidence interval for the mean of C, and iii) the minimum and maximum values of C.
not happen in the SIR example where all the estimations in phase I are essentially the same.
7. Conclusions. In this work, we addressed the problem of efficiently computing approximations of expectations of functionals of bridges in the context of stochastic reaction networks by extending the forward-reverse technique developed by Bayer and Schoenmakers in [3] . We also showed how to apply this technique to the statistical problem of inferring the set of coefficients of the propensity functions. We presented a two-phase approach, namely the Forward-Reverse Expectation-Maximization (FREM) algorithm, in which the first phase, based on reaction-rate ODEs is deterministic and is intended to provide a starting point that reduces the computational work of the second phase, namely, the Monte Carlo EM Algorithm. Our novel algorithm for generating bridges provides a clear advantage over shooting methods and methods based on acceptance rejection techniques. Our work is illustrated with numerical examples. In the future, we plan to incorporate higher-order kernels and multilevel Monte Carlo methods in the FREM algorithm. n , κ δ is the Kronecker delta kernel and κ e is the Epanechnikov kernel, L is the number of joined F-R paths in the time interval [s, t] , where 0 ≤ L ≤M 2 . Finally, 0 < γ < 1 and C L is an integer greater than 1 (in our examples we use 2). Here, α j,l = α ·,m (t * )) > 0. Similarly for r j,l .
14:
if L < γM then
15:
Σ ← covariance matrix of (X Σ ← Σ + c diag(Σ), where c is a positive constant.
17:
if Σ −1/2 not singular then ζ ← 1.5ζ 25: until L ≤ C LM
26:
end if 27: end if 28: compute the coefficient of variation of (u ·,l ) A i ← min m X (f,b) i,m (t * )
4:
5:
E i ← 1 + B i − A i 6: end for 7: for m = 1 toM do 8:
c ← convert(p, E) (converts d dimensional address to {1, ..., C})
10:
S c,n(c)+1 ← m, where n(c) is the number of elements in row c of S
11:
n(c) ← n(c) + 1 12: end for 13: for m = 1 toM do 14: (b k ) for k = 1 to 3 d do 16: for j = 1 to n(c k ) do
17:
← S c k ,j
18:
v ← κ(X end for 27: end for
